
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Notice of Commencement of Groundwater Basin  Adjudication of 
the Indian Wells Valley Groundwater Basin, Basin No. 6-54 

Editorial 
by: Lorry Wagner 

December 20, 2021 
 

This editorial is in response to the subject publication which has just appeared in our newspapers: We, the private-property 
well owners do not give a D@*ed about the lawsuits currently filed or any to be filed in the future. We are not a part of those 
lawsuits and have proven that our water belongs to each piece of private property, have written the plan which solves our prob-
lem here in the IWV, is a good basic start for cleaning up the entire water mess in California and the rest of the 16 western 
states and  said plan has been submitted to the proper politicians and federal government entities that have the 
authority to correct this mess. 
 
How dare ANY entity (including the agriculture folks’ lawyers), lawyers, attorneys and or businesses include in this published 
document threaten “across-the-board all well owners with, “Failure to participate in this lawsuit could have a significant ad-
verse effect on any right to pump or store groundwater that you may have”. Yes, the attorneys have “slyly” snuck in outs for 
themselves in this document when we, the people (if and when attacked) bring class-action lawsuits against all these illegal 
threats and the usual practice of scare tactics the legal world uses. 
 
As the primary person in charge of gathering, bringing forth full research and combining all into “Our Plan”, the REAL cause 
of any water shortage all the way from Mono through Inyo and down into Kern Counties I hereby challenge these attorneys 
and those with “reports, studies, etc.” to get their heads out of the dark and work from the REAL CAUSE! LADWP is taking 
up to 460,000 acre feet in one year through their two existing aqueducts straight to the LA area and it is spreading from there 
throughout parts of Southern California. There is also more of our water being drained from more eastern underground flow 
throughout more of Southern California. 
 
Our water mess has been caused by 1) Draining water from the naturally filled areas north of us 2) Real Estate Development 
by entities that either don’t care or are ignorant of how water gets to their developments as long as they make huge amounts  of 
real-estate sale $’s- and 3) this same ignorance and/or gimme-gimme $’s of the politicians in local areas are the  cause. 
Drought has different impacts in different areas, Mother Nature controls drought but the control of we, the people has to be 
centered on Real Estate developers pushing their development in areas that do not have access to their own water or develop-
ing over the amount of their own water with the addition of the political world “selling” permits plus eventual property taxes, 
etc., etc. This is the area where control must be slammed down and increase of water usage in such areas must be stopped. 
 
This is a brief overview of what causes our water problem, what causes water problems throughout the State and why govern-
ment should get the heck out of any jurisdiction over our property-owners’ water rights. Yes, there is more, much more areas 
that need to be controlled. One step at a time. Control Real Estate expansion and political world around us. 
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